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Abstract
Classical planners generate plans to achieve a specific goal, given a well-defined planning domain, described in a formal language to be processed into a computer. Learning domain descriptions from unstructured raw data is desirable to avoid the knowledge-acquisition bottleneck that emerges from translating problems into a symbolic representation. In this work we propose using natural language input to define planning domains given a sequence of step-by-step instructions to accomplish a task. Specifically, we develop a rule-based solver capable of converting step-by-step instructions into symbolic representation that can be used as input to off-the-shelf planners.

Introduction
Classical planners generate plans to achieve a specific goal, given a well-defined planning domain, described in a formal language, such as PDDL. Given the niche aspect of PDDL modeling, we want to allow users to be able to employ other data formats as input (Amado et al. 2018), preferably ones that resemble human communication like images and natural language, avoiding possible the knowledge-acquisition bottleneck of translating from raw data into symbolic representation (Granada et al. 2017). To overcome this knowledge-acquisition bottleneck, in this work we propose using natural language instructions as input to describe planning domains. To solve this problem, we developed a rule-based solver that operates over sentences that describe step-by-step instructions to accomplish a goal, automatically translating these instructions into a symbolic representation that can be immediately used by off-the-shelf planners.

In order to evaluate our work, we generate domain descriptions from the WikiHow Dataset (Steinert and Meneguzzi 2020)\(^1\), a dataset we assembled specifically for this task that is composed by a large volume of step-by-step instructions. We develop a Rule-based solver to extract information from instructions sentences and translate them into usable PDDL domain and problem specifications, followed by experiments with quantitative and qualitative results evaluation.

Method
In the following sections we detail the general structure and features of our dataset, including its acquisition and preprocessing tasks. Next, we discuss Rule-based solver, an algorithm that performs information extraction over instances in the WikiHow dataset in order to identify actions and objects based on predefined rule sets.

WikiHow Dataset
In order to evaluate our approach, we developed the WikiHow Dataset (Steinert and Meneguzzi 2020) for automated planning. The WikiHow Dataset comprises step-by-step instructions in natural language extracted from the WikiHow website\(^2\). These articles are organized in categories and contain step-by-step instructions on how to perform tasks. In our specific case, we work with the cooking recipes’ category, all articles of which share a similar structure:

- The first sentence of each step summarizes the step and the following sentences usually refine it.
- More complex tasks are divided into sections, where each section is a set of independent steps. For example, pasta recipes have distinct sections on how to cook the pasta and to prepare the sauce in the same recipe.
- Sentences are written in imperative form, i.e. each sentence usually starts with a verb, followed by direct object and optional prepositions and object of preposition.

We generated this dataset by extracting data from the HTML files from WikiHow based on a predefined list of URLs of category pages. After acquiring all raw data, we preprocess them by removing HTML tags and identifying instructions steps within sentences. We keep only the first sentence of each step, given that it summarizes a whole step. We break sentences with conjunction and within the same sentence in order to facilitate identifying actions and objects as well as their correlation in further processing stages.

\(^1\)Publicly available at https://github.com/pucrs-automated-planning/wikihow-planning-recipes-dataset
\(^2\)https://www.wikihow.com/
For example, the sentence *add salt and 1 pound (450 g) of pasta to the boiling water* is broken into two sentences *add salt* and *add 1 pound (450 g) of pasta to the boiling water*. The resulting dataset after preprocessing has a total of 5,518 recipes with an average of 13.75 steps per recipe, and each step with an average of 8.74 words. Since we use a rule-based solver that depends on manual parameters’ setup, we evaluate the dataset about term frequency, specifically verbs that are used to identify actions and nouns that are used to identify objects. Table 1 reports the top-10 frequency of verbs and nouns found in dataset.

### Rule-based Solver

The Rule-based Solver uses a predefined set of actions and objects to process sentences. These sets are manually generated based on the frequency of nouns and verbs in the dataset. Nouns define objects, and for each object it is possible to assign a type. These types are also used in the PDDL formalization, helping off-the-shelf solvers find a plan for a problem. Verbs define actions. To minimize the set of actions, we group actions with similar effects, where a set of keywords can trigger the same action. For example, the *cut*, *slice* and *chop* keywords trigger the action *cut*.

The Rule-based solver works by evaluating each sentence at a time, as we detail in Algorithm 1. For each sentence, we start by identifying actions and objects (Lines 2 and 3). Action and object identification use our predefined set of action keywords and object names, comparing these entries with each word in the sentences. For both cases, we convert each word to its canonical form before comparing to our sets.

Experiments and results

We performed our experiments over all 5,518 instances of the WikiHow dataset. Given that we operate over cooking recipes, we divide our objects into two broad types: vessels and ingredients.

The rule-based solver was capable of returning a valid plan, *i.e.* solving the problem, for 50% of them. This first experiment is performed without any interactive information input. Table 2 summarizes our statistical results, where we observed that the average plan length is really small (1.02 actions) and shows high variance between generated plans (1.54), with the longest plan containing 15 steps.

We also observed an average of 7.25 identified actions for each instance, approximately 52% of actions considering that all evaluated sentences contain valid actions. From these identified actions, we report an average of 0.97 solved actions, *i.e.* actions which parameters are available within evaluated sentence. We also observe that the solver iden-
tified a maximum of 5 distinct actions for some generated domain formalization.

In order to evaluate how missing information affects generated results, we performed experiments by manually filling in blanks and comparing results. Table 3 compares generated plans with and without manual information input, where we observe that plans with manual information input are more detailed.

### Related Work

Using unstructured raw data to define planning domains is an active area of research. Framer (Lindsay et al. 2017) receives sentences with instructions as input and acquires actions and objects using Named Entity Recognition systems, groups similar actions description using a similarity function to finally sends this compiled information for LOCM (Cresswell, McCluskey, and West 2009) to generate a formal domain description. Users must manually eliminate redundancies and fill in blanks.

StoryFramer (Hayton et al. 2017) devises planning domain models from input natural language plot synopses using a generation process similar to Framer, but in this case it generates a domain and problem definition capable of telling the original source story.

Instead of natural language input, LatPlan (Asai and Fukunaga 2018) uses images of states transition as input and, using State Auto-Encoders, generates a latent space representation of states, transitions and actions that can be computed to devise a plan. LatPlan returns either a PDDL model (Action Model Acquisition, or AMA 1) or a set of images that represents the order of actions that must be performed to achieve a goal (AMA 2).

LatPlan’s Action Model Acquisition 1 generates large state transition models to be handled by off-the-shelf planners. To overcome this limitation, the Cube-Space Autoencoder (Asai and Muise 2020) translates unstructured raw data into PDDL model by jointly computing State Auto-Encoder and Action Auto-Encoder instead of computing them independently, which results in a smaller state transition model. An advantage of converting raw unstructured data to PDDL is that it allows using domain-independent heuristics to improve planning performance.

### Conclusion

We developed a rule-based solver capable of generating formal domain and problem descriptions in PDDL format from natural language step-by-step instructions. We evaluated our solver using a cooking domain, but the method is domain-independent: adapting to other domains just requires adjusting actions and objects sets. It depends, however, on well-formed and informative sentences to yield good results.

In the future, we aim to improve the dataset preprocessing stage in order to better identify action parameters that may be implicit in current sentence or referred in previous ones. Given that more actions would be available during planning stage, this improvement should yield more detailed and accurate plans. Automating action identification within sentences not based on static keywords but evaluating words similarities by using Named Entity Recognition mechanisms, synonyms dictionaries or word embedding vectors (Mikolov et al. 2013) may reduce dependency of manually provided information by an user while designing rules.

Using all previous action effects as preconditions for an action requires that all actions have the same parameters, where most of the time they are not needed. This also generates another problem: either the sentence must provide all the (seldom available) information required by action parameters, or the solver must be capable of retrieving such information from previous sentences, which may be a complex task because of natural language peculiarities, or learn them automatically. Identifying specific action preconditions instead of using all previous actions effects would explore the full potential of automated planners by really exploring alternative plans in search for optimal solutions.
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